through the analysis of development process of the network, three points of roles of the enclosed arcade become apparent. 1) A certain span of the network was formed by the extension of the enclosed arcade. 2) Two projects, which created other pedestrian space, were affected by the shopping street with the enclosed arcade. And one of them was very important for development of the network. 3) Two basic plans compiled by city office were the basis of other pedestrian spaces, and were affected by the existence of the enclosed arcade.
The purpose of this paper is to clarify the roles of enclosed arcades on the area around Kashiwa station. In the research, network of pedestrian spaces is focused because it is one of the important characteristics of the area. And through the analysis of development process of the network, three points of roles of the enclosed arcade become apparent. 1) A certain span of the network was formed by the extension of the enclosed arcade. 2) Two projects, which created other pedestrian space, were affected by the shopping street with the enclosed arcade. And one of them was very important for development of the network. 3) Two basic plans compiled by city office were the basis of other pedestrian spaces, and were affected by the existence of the enclosed arcade. 
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